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PREFACE

ff hen one thinks of abuse, the tendency is to focus on child and spouse abuse. The

problems of child and spouse abuse are fairly well documented, and efiensive efforts

have been made by both social service agencies and law enforcement to combat tlese

serious problems. Qeming to the forefront however, is the problem of elder abuse. As

the demographics demonstrate, our population is ag"g and there is an increased focus

on issues dsaling with the elderly. Another rarely addressed aspect of abuse is that of

other high risk adults such as people with disabilities, mental illness and mental

retardation. These individuals often go unnoticed in any discussion of abuse, neglect and

exploitation, yet are often easy prey for such actions. While much of what is presented

in this manual is directed toward abuse of the elderly, it also has application to other

adults needing protection from abuse.

In the late 1970's, the problem of elder abuse began to surface as a national

concern and by the early 1980's, it had become a national issue through a series of

hearings in the United States Congress (House Select Committee on Aging, 1981). This

generated a response in many states that resulted in legislation addressing adult

protective services. While there was universal agreement as to the existence of elder

abuse, there still exists a problem in determining its exact nature.

There is no doubt that the population of the United States contains a larger

segment of older persons than in the past. ln 1982, it was estimated that t6Vo of the

population was 65 and over and this is expected to increase to lTVo by 2030, with the

fastest gowing segnent being those over 85. However, there is even some disagreement



concerning these figures demonstrated by a newspaper article, which stated that the over

55 population in the United States will exceed l9Vo by 2010, and in South Carolin4 this

figure will be 25Vo (The State Newspaper, July 30, 1990). The American Association of

Retired Persons (AARP) has stated that during the 1980's the number of older persons

has increased more than arrice as fast as the rest of the population.

It becomes obvious, even to the most casual observer, that older Americans will

become an important and powerful segment in our society. As such, they will be able to

b.ing their problems and needs to the attention of public service agencies. The problems

of aging include 5us[ things as the expanding costs of health care, the difficulties of

fuodiog Social Security, and a greater dependency upon a shrinking population base

(those under 55). This in turn could create tension and intergenerational conflict. One

of the manifestations of this conflict could be an increase in elder abuse of varying

dimensions.

The increasing elderly population will have many implications for the law

enforcement and social services field. Qss 5ignificant impact will be an increase in the

contacts between law enforcement personnel and older persons making it necessary for

police ofEcers, and other law enforcement officials, to be able to communicate clearly

and effectively with these individuals. Understanding some general principles regarding

tle process of aging will help foster better communication There is also a need to

dispel the myth that declining physical and mental capabilities automatically begin at age

65. Agog is a lifelong physical and psychological process, and stereoq/pes of the elderly

being "inactive", "immobilen, and "senile" are often inaccurate.
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Once agalq while the discussion has foctsed on tle elderly, we must not lose

sight of other high risk adults. While it is much more rlifficult to define tbe extent of the

problem in precise terms, it should be obvious to those who work within both the law

enforcement and social service system that in many cases these individuals may also be

the victim of abuse. In a study done by the Developmental Disabilities Project of Seattle

Rape Relief, a total of 300 incidents of senral orploitation were doqrmented between

the years 1977 afi 1979. Most of the victinm were exploited by friends, acquaintances of

relatives, and staff personnel (Marinelli and Dell Orto, 1984). While a number of these

people are in institutions, more eople with disabilities are staying in their local

community. In either setting, the potential for abuse, neglect and exploitation may be

greater.

This manual has been designed to incorporats le6hniques tlat are useful to law

enforcement and social service agencies. All too often we lose sigbt of the fact that law

enforcement is the only social service agency open 24 hours a day and is easily accessible

to every ctttzen. When considering the issue of adult abuse, joint investigations and

cooperation is the only way that effective action can be taken in most of these c:tses.

While law enforcement may often be the first responder, it takes the efforts of every

agency to correctly assess and intervene in tlese complex sifuations.
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THE PROBLEM OF ADT,JLT ABUSE

flefore discussing the data related to the increasing problem of abuse of the elderly

and other high risk adults, it is important to arrive at some commonly accepted

definitions of what constitutes abuse and neglect relative to this population goup. The

research available in the field of elder abue provides several tlpologies for categoriing

abuse/neglect. However, for our pu{poses, the following offers the best available

definitions of abuse and neglect:

c Physical Abuse:

the infliction of physical pain or injury (e.g. slapped, bruised, sexually molested,
cut, burned, physically restrained, etc.).

c Psychological Abuse:

the infliction of mental anguish (e.9. called names, treated as a child,
frigbtened, humiliated, intimidate4 threatened, isolated, etc.).

c Exploitation:

the illegal or improper exploitation of the individual and/or the use of funds or
other resources.

c Neglect:

refusal or failure to fulfill a caretaking obligatioq including attempt to inflict
physical or emotional sffess (e.g. deliberatly abandoned or deliberatly denied food
or health-related services).

Of the above categories, neglect and psychological abuse appear to be tbe most

common. However, another form of neglect not defined above is self-neglect. While the
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same results may be encountered, this is a case of an adult attempting to maintain an 

independent lifestyle without the ability to do so. In a report released by the Florida 

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, it was found that this was their most 

common type of elder abuse/neglect. This is furthermore supported by a study 

conducted by the Virginia Department of Social Services in 1991, that stated that self-

neglect was the most frequent type of case reported to the thirty states providing data for 

this report. Self-neglect is a problem that may be encountered more often by law 

enforcement and social service agencies. 

Solid data regarding the level of elder abuse in the United States is difficult to 

obtain, given the low reporting level. However, a review of several sources, including a 

report released in 1988 by the American Medical Association, produced a brief national 

profile of the problem: 

+ Elder abuse exists with a frequency and rate only slightly less than child abuse. 

+It is estimated that 7% of the older population is abused (approximately one 
million individuals). 

+ As many as one in 10 Americans over 65 may suffer some type of abuse. 

+ Most elder abuse victims are incapacitated to a degree, which means they are at 
least partially dependent upon someone else for care. 

+ One in 25 will likely be the victim of moderate to severe abuse at the hands of 
their children and others expected to care for them. 

+ Only 1 out of 6 cases of elder abuse is reported. 

+ In 63% of reported abuse cases, stress is a factor. 
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In South Carolina, the following statistics were reported for 1989-90 by the State 

Department of Social Services: 

+ 3,422 cases of adult abuse were reported. 

+ 80% of the cases involved neglect, with 64% of the victims over age 65, and 
64% of the victims being women. 

• 40% of the victims lived with their family or friends. 

+ 80% of the cases were for neglect, 11% for exploitation, and 9% for abuse. 

• 99% of the elder abuse cases in the state are resolved out of court. Those few 
cases that have been prosecuted (since the passage of the Adult Protective 
Services law in 1974) took place in an institutional setting. 

A review of data from other agencies in South Carolina who serve adult 

populations that may be subjected to abuse (Ombudsman and Protection and Advocacy 

System for the Handicapped) revealed the following information: 

.I The Ombudsman averages 250 abuse, neglect and exploitation cases per year . 

.I Protection and Advocacy data indicates that the majority of the people they 
serve live in family settings (760 in 1989-90), and the majority of their 
complaints involve abuse, neglect or exploitation (665 in 1989-90). The leading 
disabilities of the individuals are mental illness (641) and mental retardation 
(267). 

Despite the increased reporting and attention, adult abuse is still largely a hidden 

problem. While there are varied explanations for this "invisibility", the five most 

prominent are: 

1) The family is sacrosanct and interference with the family life by 
outsiders is not tolerated. 

2) Because abuse occurs within the confines of a private dwelling, it is 
hidden from outside scrutiny. Unlike the circumstances of small children, 
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there are no requirements or imperatives for elderly people which 
necessitate them leaving their dwellings and thus, being seen by non-family 
members. 

3) The elderly are reluctant to report abuse by relatives because they fear 
reprisals, are ashamed or embarrassed, fear institutionalization, or believe 
they are the cause of the problem. 

4) Elder or adult abuse may go undetected because of the failure of 
professionals to recognize cues of willful abuse and neglect. Explanations 
for bruises, abrasions, contusions, and malnutrition are related to 
the impairments of old age or other disabilities (such as lack of balance, 
dizziness, and poor memory) and are accepted without question. 

5) Failure of professionals to report the problem, even in states having 
mandatory reporting legislation (Kosberg, 1988). 

There are a number of theories which provide an explanation for elder abuse, 

neglect and exploitation, and may also explain the abuse of other high-risk adults. 

Generally, there are four theories, noted on the following page, which are most closely 

related to behavior observed by practitioners in this area. 
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The Exchange Theory:

This theory states that human relationships must be reciprocal; c&en the power in a relationship is

unbalanced" the strong individual will continue to tate advantage of the weat individual. If the weak
person does not do anything to regain power, the stronger person will continue to take advantage of thc
weaker person as long as it is beneficial to him.

More simply stated, p,eople abuse farnily members bccause they can (Gelles, ty79), lt there are
no sonsequences for abuse, then the perpetrator will continue to abuse the vicrim.

Cycle of Violence Theorys

This theory developed by l-enore \{ellrs1, contends that there is a repetitive c,ycle, csnsisti"g of three
phases:

1) tension-buil'ling: This phase can last for an indeterminate amount of tine, but eventually

leads to the netr phase.

2) acute battering incident: This phase will mntain the actual abusive behavior.

3) honeymoon phase: This is a period of contrition, apologes, and remorse.

The third phase leads back to the first, and the cyde continues. The pattern is reinforccd by
both the abuser and the victim, and their strong gnsgisnel ties to each other. Each honeynoon phase

gives hope the cycle will end" but that is not possible until one person is removed from the scenario and

the cycle is permanently broken. The morc times the cyde is completd thc less time it takes to
complete and the violence usually increases in severity.

Learned Helplessness Theory:

Closely associated with the Exchange Theory this theqry was developed by Martin Seligrnan and adopted

by l-enore Walker. 6scol.ling to rhis theory the Vctim" feels he has lost control over his lifc and safety.

The victim perceives himself as berng powerless and therefore bccomes passive and morc dependent. It
is not unusual for the disabled to have expectations of being treated negatively by others (Marinelli and

Dell Orto). This makes hirn su5scptiSle to acts of abuse. Helplessncss also can be unlearned howcver,

and the victim can regain the ability to make decisions and protecl hirnself.

The Continuum of Violence:

This theory conteins parts of each of the previously mentioned theories. Relationships which contain
violence will continue to become more violent over ti-e. Unless there is early intervention, the violence

moves up the continuu- until death occurs and removes either the victim or the perpetrator from the
relationship. The end of the continuum marks the complete disappearance of the honelmoon phacE

refened to in the Cycle of Violence Theory.

Valid theoretical construcls for institutiond abuse of the elderly or other high risk adults are

difficult to determine. Much of the researcn has focused on fanily violence and does oot addre.ss the

abuse committed in institutional settings. Anecdotal information tcnds to support the theory that abuse

of dient-patients stems from stress, lack of gaining low job satidaction, culffid differences and

crirninality. The dynamics of abuse are suc.h that, while theory can assist in forning a framework for
researd:, each case must be invcstigated on its merits. High-risk population groups may bc as much

victims of negative attitudes towards the disabled or henfi6xpped and their o*n self-image as by other

factors (Ouinn and Tomit4 1986).



PROFILE OF TTIE ABUSED

1] urrent research in the area of elder abuse has generated a great deal of literature

sullining some of the characteristics that are exhibited by both the abused and the

abuser. The existence of these characteristics, while not Decessarily a guarantee, Inay

indicate the actuality of abuse. However, they do serve as a frame of reference for the

law enforcement officer or social service worker when confronted with a situation where

there is a possible case of abuse.

|r[s 5ingle group of elderly persons or ot]er higb-risk adula are immune to the

possibility of abrxive behavior. However, based on the experiences of service providers

and researcl fiadings, the following characteristics of some older persons appeared to

make them more wlnerable to elder abuse. (The q'polog/ presented below was

developed in an excellent article by Jordan I. Kosberg, PbD, Dept. of Gerontologr,

University of South Florida).

1. Female. There are more abused older women simply because there are more
older women than men. The graph below, which depicts life expectancy by race
and sex, clearly shows that women, both white and blach are expected to live
longer than men (auinn and Tomita). Older women are also less likely to
resist abusive behavior and are more rnrlnerable to serual molestation

r***r**r*rrrrrr.r*frrr inSert F'EIVI\LE EAph hettrrrr**rr*rr*r*rrfff**fl

2. Advanced age. Phpical and mental impairments and an inability to resist
adversities are associated with a person as his/her age incteases.

3. Dependent. Persons who are dependent upon others for their care are
more vulnerable. Economic dependency can result in growing hostility by the
caregiver and lead to abuse.

4. Problern drinker. An older person who is an alcoholic or a problem drinker is
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susceptible to abusive behavior because of an inability to care or fend for
themselves. Additionally, an older problem drinker may live with an alcoholic
spouse or adult child, either of whom may be the abuser (U.S. Congress, House
Select Committee on Aging).

5. Intergenerational conflict. Problems between a parent and adult do not
decrease with the passage of time. Instead they may become more intensified
by an increasing dependency on the adult child by the parent.

6. Internalizes blame. An older person who engages in self-blame may be
especially vulnerable to elder abuse tbrough self-deprecating behavior and
failure to acknowledge that abuse is the fault of the abuser (Quinn and
Tomita).

7. Excessive loyalty. An older person who has a strong sense of loyalty to an
abusive caregiver (whether a relative or not) will probably not seek to report
the problem (Quinn and Tomita).

8. Past abuse. Older persons who have been victims of abusive behavior by
family in the past are likely candidates for similar treatment when they display
increasing impairments and dependency.

9. Stoicism. Some persons accept their troubles without seeking relief possibly
due to a personality trait or based on a philosophy of tolerance, resignation, or
understanding. This can be used by the abuser for their benefit and protection
(Lau and Kosberg, L979\.

10. Isolation. Very often, due to physical impairments, it becomes very easy for
the older person to become phpically and socially isolated from contact with
others besides the caregiver. This makes detection and intervention very
difficult.

11. Impairment. The extent and severity of the person's physical or mental
impairments has been associated with abuse. Greater demands and
responsibilities for the caregiver can result in increased levels of stress and
fnrstration and, in turn, lead to abuse of the dependent person.

12. Pnovocative behavior. Some elderly, like individuals in otler groups, can
sometimes be overlydemanding, ungratefut ingratiating, ild generally
unpleasant. Such persons who are also impaired and dependent can aggravate
already stressed and overburdened caregivers, increasing the likelihood of
abusive retaliation.

Many of these indicators also apply to other higb-risk adults. When dsaling with
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institutional abuse, it should be understood that generally only those adults with severe

impairments are in these settings. In the case of the elderly, it is generally the oldest

and most frail who are often institutionalized. People with disabilities, mental illnes5 s1

mental retardation are most likely to be those least able to prevent their victftnization.

It is also important for those working in this area of adult abuse to understand the

difference between those who may have mental retardation or mental illness.

The chart below illustrates some of these differences:

Once again, we find oursblves in the position of having to establish generalities

about the high-risk adult population based upon existing research. Uttle has been done

MENTAL RETARDATION MENTAL ILLNESS

1. Refers to below average
intellectual fusgtisn ing.

flss asrhing to do with IQ. A pcrson with mental
illness may be a geniru or rnay be below average.

2. Refers to impairment in social
adaptation.

May be very conpetent socially but may have a
character disorder or otler abcrration.

3. Incidencs,3Vo of general population. LGNVo of general population.

4. Is present at birth or uually occurs
during the period of development.

May have its onset at any age.

5. lmpairment is permanent but can be
aided through full development of the
person's potential.

Is often temporary and in many instances is
reversible. Seldom meets the definitioa of a
developmental disability.

6. Person can usually be expected to
behave rationally at his/her
operational level.

Person may fluctuate between normal and
irrational behavior.

7. Erratic and/or violent behavior are
rarely noted in persons with mental
retardation secondary to the caue of
their retardation.

Thc presencc of erratic behavior is a hallnark in
some t'?es of mental illnesg and violence may be
a characteristic of certain specific mental illnesses.

8. Symptoms of failure to adjust to
societal demands are secondary to
limited intelligence and social
adaptive responses.

Symptoms are secondary to a break with reality
and / or emotional interference with responses.

9. Person often has impaired
co-municatisn skillq.

Person rlay @mmrrnicate in a very idiosyncratic
menngr.

10. Person ca" also have mental illness. Person can also bavc impaired intellectud
ftnctioning as a result of the mentd illness.

t2



in the area of institutional abuse, but the victim typlogt would apply in both ommunity

and institutional settings. In either case, it can be said that persons most at risk are the

ones least able to protect tbemsclves.

'r
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PROFIIJ OF TTIE ABUSER

f t is commonly assumed that, with the exception of institutional abuse, the abuser will
TJ

be one that is either a family member or a caregiver residing with the abused individual.

In a study conducted by the autlor, of 66 suspected abuse cases during a six month

period in 1989 in Richland County, South Carolin4 it was found tbat 53Vo of the

suspected victins lived with relatives, lTVo Eved with other caregivers, aod 30Vo hved

alone. This supports the contention that the greatest risk for the elderly comes from

those with whom they live.

In al attempt to provide the investigator with some clues regarding those most

likely to abuse elderly persons or otler adults, characteristics for high-fi516 abusers are

listed below. Although not necessarily predictive of abusive behavior, tlese

characteristics defined by Jordan I. Kosberg, PhD, may be used as guidelines for

identiffing possible perpetrators of abuse.

- High-risk Caregivers >

1.. Problem drinker. Under the inlluence of alcohol, a problem drinker is capable
of acting out negativg fselings.

2. Medication or drug abuser. Substance abuse can result in distorted judgements
and perceptions, and the abuser may be unaware of the consequences of poor
care.

3. Senile dementia or confusion. Caregivers who are themselves psychologically
impaired, cannot provide needed care and do not understand the consequences
of poor care or featment.

4. Mental or emotionsl illnsss. A caregiver with emotional problems is a risky
individual to care for a dependent and frail older person.

5. Caregiving experience. Individuals who do not have experience caring for
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the needs of others should not be assumed to be good caregivers, even if they
are close to the person for whom they will care. Often, because of this
inexperience, the caregivers do not fully realize what is totally involved and may
be ineffective or hostile in their role of caring for a dependent elderly person.

6. F,conomically troubled. Frustrations of unemployment have been found to be
related to abuse of a family member. Caregivers should also be considered
a higb-risk if they view the dependent person as a drain on limited financial
resources.

7. Abused as a child. Adult children who were abused are potential elder abusers
as a consequence of deliberate retaliation, learned behavior, or unconscious
hostility. Also, spouse abusers may be maltreated by resentful adult children, or
the abused spouse who has now ilssumed the role as caregiver for the
dependent and formerly abusive individual.

8. Stressed. Individuals who must deal with emotionaf social, professional, or
economic stesses may become depressed, frustrated, or distraugbt. Because
this stress may be an antecedent of abuse, it is questionable whether an older
person should be placed in the care of a stressed individual.

9. Unengaged outside the home. A caregiver who does not have contacts such as

familn friends, co-workers, organizations, or associations, rnay be isolated from
others with whom they can discuss caregiving problems and receive support,
emotional or otherwise.

L0. Blamer. Anger may be directed toward a person whom the caregiver blames
for problems related to the pressues and burdens of providing care.

11. Unsympathetic A person who is unsympathetic to the needs of others may be
callous and unable to care for dependent elderly persons.

12. Lacks understanding It is important that the caregiver fully understands the
physical and emotional problems of the elderly person and their consequences.
Otherwise, this lack of understanding may be translated into inappropriate
care.

13. Unrealistic expectations. If the caregiver holds unrealistic expectations
regarding the condition of the dependent person, the prognosis 1e1 sfuange, ild
the care which will be needed, he/she may become disillusioned, angry or
frustrated and, possibly abusive.

14. Economically dependent. In some cases the caregiver may be economically
dependent upon the older individual. The caregiver's reactions 1s this

15



dependency may lead to abusive behavior resulting from greed, nnger or
resentment.

15. Hypercritical. Individuals who are quite critical of others and become
impatient easily are not good candidates as caregivers for ill and dependent
elderly persons.

Another aspect which can contribute to abuse is the family systenl Families

range in size and complexity and circumstances within the family system should also be

assessed in evaluating their effects on abuse. The following characteristics may prove

helpful to law enforcement to further understand the dimensions of adult abuse.

- High-Risk Family Systems >

1. Lack of family support. Without other relatives available to assist in the care
of an adult family member, or to provide periodic respite, the total burden of
responsibility is placed on the shoulders of the caregiver. These unrelenting
and constant demands may overload the caregiver and result in abusive or
ineffective care.

2. Caregiver reluctance. Reluctance or hesitancy to provide care for an older
person or one with diabilities, can possibly predict poor care.

3. Overcrowding. Overcrowding and lack of privacy have been found to lead to
family conflict which could result in anger toward the person who is seen
as the cause of the inconvenience.

4. Isolation. Although isolation itself is not a cause of abusive behavior, a lack of
interaction with others by the family places the rnrlnerable person in an
invisible position and abusive behavior may go undetected and unabated.

5. Marital conflict. The stress and nnger from marital problems may spill over
and result in abuse of an older or disabled relative, especially a mother-inJaw
or father-in-law.

6. Economic pFessunes. Families already faced with economic problems may
resent having to care for an older or dependent relative. Plus, care may
necessitate that one of the wage earners quit work to care for the person
Therefore, the economic problems intens$ and result in resentment and

16



hostility.

7. Intra-family problems. Some families already have problems (such as alcoholic
father or a withdrawn or acting out adolescent).

8. Desire for institutionalization. When the family seeks institutionalization
rather than care within their home, the situation should be carefully assessed by
practitioners before pushing for family care. The family may already be
overburdened or there may have been past intergenerational conflict which may
result in abusive situations. The family's commitment to care for elderly
relatives or relatives with disabilities should be voluntary and without pressure.

9. Disharmony in shared responsibility. It has been suggested that disharmony
between family caregivers can increase tle stress on the major caregiver of an
elderly person.

In reviewing some of the risk factors associated with disabled persons, the

following characteristics were noted (Marinelti and Dell Orto):

o the more severe the disabilig, the more negatively it is perceived.

o families run out of enerry.

o inadequately organized families can lead to abuse or neglect.

o families can be ovenphelmed by the magnitude of the disability.

Establishing a q'polory for abusers within the institutional setting is much more

complex. The lack of thorough background checks, training and low salaries contribute

to a climate of abuse. Abusers within the institution do not fit a clearly defined

category. Relying on anecdotal data does not produce any clearer information. The

Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services indicates that abuse of

medication and passive abuse (allowing tle resident to be mistreated by other residents

or staff) are the most prevalent forms of abuse. Both are tlaining and supervision

problems and indicate professional (physicians and nurses) involvement in abuse.
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CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION 

T he key to successful intervention in any abuse case is a thorough, timely and 

complete investigation. Very often, law enforcement has a more narrowly defined 

purpose: establishing a criminal case. However, before approaching the investigative 

techniques that contribute to "good" cases, we must explore the concept of case 

management. 

Case management deals with those aspects of an investigation that support the 

goal of protecting the victim and, if possible, prosecuting the perpetrator. The 

fundamentals of case management are shown in Table 1. 

I 
COURT 

(Table 1) 

CASE 
MANAGEMENT 

Key Principles 

* Enhance the ability to gain a conviction or plea 
* Provide professional, complete picture of investigation 
* Anticipate problems with case 

MANAGING ASSETS 
* Direct scarce resources 
* Assist in multi-agency investigation 

FOCUS 
* Reduce complex cases to manageable tasks 
* Disclose investigative short-falls 
*linkage 

I 

The standard for any abuse investigation should be that required in criminal court, 
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'beyond a reasonable doubt". While most abuse cases never result in a criminal trial,

one must achieve this standard whenever possible. If the investigator fully understands

both the need for this standard and the techniques that contribute to meeting the

standard, then the case that he or she builds will be successful in any setting. This is not

tnre if a case stops at the civil standard most often used by social service agencies. The

information contained in this manual is designed to achieve this criminal standard.

The key components of case management wil contribute to a mind-set that keys

the investigator to those aspects of a case that must be addressed.

All components of case management must be considered throughout the course of

t9

ourfi When investigating any incident of abuse, neglect or exploitation, the
investigator must never lose sight of the fact that the case may have to be

presented in criminal court with its high burden of proof. There are key legal issues

that arise almost immediately when investigating any potential criminal incident.
Mistakes made at the beFnning can prove to be very costly at a later date. Every
investigator must be aware of the need to proceed in such a manner that will not

anaging Assets: No agency has tle necessary resources to conduct
investigations as they would like. It very often becomes a process of distributrng

scarce resources to those cases with the highest payoff. This becomes very true when
considering the fact that most cases ef this nature can involve more tlan one agency.

Managing both resources and a joint effort must be considered when approaching any

ocus: On the surface, this appears to be an abstract concept. It is, however, an

important issue. When beginning any investigation, it is critical that the
investigator have focus as to what happened and how it happened. This is very often
complicated by the very nature of abuse; having to deal with uncooperative victims
and adverse family dynamics. Any experienced investigator can relate instances

where they lost sigbt of the original purpose of an investigation or that it became so

complex they weren't sure what to do next. This focus must be addressed at the
inception of any case, then reconsidered througbout the investigation.



an investigation Througb an understanding of the conceptual nature of the investigative

process, an individual can proceed with a case with clear goals and an undentanding of

what needs to be done to accomplish these goals.

TTIE IIWESTIGATWE PROCESS

INTAKE

e Notification and Cross-Reporting

lc Plan and Prepare

e Locate and Protect the Victim

c Protect Evidence

IIYVESTIGATION

lc Interview and Observe

le Collect Evidence

c Document

c Joint Investigation/Cross-Reporting

CI,oSURE

c Prosecution

c Provide Senrices
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TIIE IIWESTIGATWE PROCESS

INTAKE

T he first step in any investigation is intake. For social services agencies, this often
T

means the notification tley receive from a reporter that there is a suspected abuse or

ueglect case; and for law enforcement, it very often arises from a call for service or

notification from a social service agency. In either case, it ellicits some tlpe of response

from one or both systems. The first issue that presents itself is the location of the

suspected incident. These incidents generally take place either in a home setting or an

institution, each requiring a different response. For law enforcement, the location of the

incident establishes "jurisdiction" and often dictates which agency responds. Each law

enforcement agency has a clearly defined jurisdiction, and social service agencies must be

aware of what these are, in order to be able to determine which agency to call.

One of the key components to conducting a successful abuse or neglect

investigation is the issue of cross-reporting. The agency that receives the initial ca[ be it

a social service agensy or law enforcemenq should consider the need to cross-report.

Studies in the child abuse investigation arena have showu joint investigations lead to

better cases and provide greater protection to the victin" Each agency in a given area

should develop policies and procedures that support this cross-reporting and the joint

investigation process. It should be noted that not every case fits the need for joint

investigation, but the creation of a case screening method as part of the policy

development process should establish procedures that provide guidance in this area.

Once the intake is accomplished, whether it is simply filling out a form or
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dispatching a unit (in the case of law enforcement), the next step for an investigator is

locating the victim. If the incident took place in an institution, this should not be a

problem. However, in a community sett:ng, a different set of factors prevail. It should

be recognized that most cases of this nature come to the attention of social service

agencies much more frequently than law enforcement. However, there are instances

where social service workers should consider contacting law enforcement prior to

proceeding to the location. There are certain actions that law enforcement can take that

are beyond the power vested in a social worker, such as forcing entry into a home or

taking a vicFm into protective custody. Every social service investigator should consider

the environment into which they will be going, and if there is potential for violence, then

law enforcement should be called to assist. Once agarn, the development of policies and

procedures between social services agencies and law enforcement can provide structure

and common understandirg to this process.

Upon locating the victim, in whatever setting, the first priority should be the

protection of that victim from further harm. While the laws that govern emergency

protective custody do not always provide absolute standards, it has been the experience

of individuals in this field that this decision is not clifficult to make and one should

always err on behalf of the victin- However, the issue of emergency protective custody

will be addressed in detail in a later chapter.

One of the items covered at the outset ef this chapter was the importance of

court. While there are many factors to consider in building a good case for court, the

collection and preservation of evjdence is one of the most critical. Many law
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enforcement offrcers find this to be a diffrcult problem and often mistakes are made.

This problem is compounded when one considers the lack of training grven social service

investigators in this critical area. It is beyond the scope of this manual to provide the

detailed tlsining necessary to prevent mistakes, but some basic concepts are in order.

Evidence preservation most often starts with an understanding of the nature of the

incident facing the investigator. Physical abuse does not always have the same

evidentiary considerations as neglect; each may require differing techniques. However,

one must first begin with an understanding of the term "physical evidence". It is anything

real...it has substance...and helps to establish the facts of a case. It can be touched"

smelled, and in fact, may be tle victim. In understanding the need to preserve evidence,

it's relationship to the incident must be establishe4 and every case will be different. In

terms of abuse and neglect, it tends to be focused upon the victim and/or the

environment.

The easiest to deal with is the environment. Some of the factors to be considered

are shown in Table 2. Most of these ale common sense and require no further

explanation. How, then, is this evidence preserved? The simplest approach would be for

the investigator to photograph the entire premises. This may include the inside of

cabinets or refrigerators, if lack of necessary food is an issue. This is not something that

can be done later. Experience has shown that if not photographed at that partioilar tim€,

the premises will be greatly altered by the retum visit. Taking measurements is another

factor if there is a question in the investigator"s mind as to how a certain incident took

place and the placement of furniture, etc. is an issue. In dl cases, photographs should be
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taken in color, using a 35mm qrmera for the best resulr. Rooms should be

photographed from all four corners, and it is good to maintain that there are never too

many picnues.

Detailed notes should also be taken and can be used to suppoft the photographs.

While environmental factors may be more important in cases of neglect, they also have

application to physical and psychological abuse.

Evidence of other forms of abuse may be obtained by examining the victim. In

cases of physical abuse, the preservation of evidence becomes critical to the investigator.

It is extremely important that medical evidence be collected as soon as possible.

The entire intake process should be focused upon rapid assessment of the

(Table 2)

EI{VIRONMENTAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER

' r"adequate heat, air conditioning ventilation; improper ldting.

r Presence of health, fire, safety hazards; exposed electrical wires; open spacc heaters near bed; unvcnted
stoves; broken windows; broken sewer or plumbing; rodent and insect infestation; holc.s in floor, cciling.

' Small, cramped cluttered space indicating inability for ambulation-

r One or all utility services discontinued due to non-pa)anent or malfirnction-

' Inadequate availability and cleanliness of linens, bedding or appropriate dothing

t Presence of or unsanitary disposal of body wastes, feccs, urine, etc.

' Unsanitary food preparation, serving practices or spoilage; inadequate or improper food for victim's
needs or medical condition.

r Lack of personal effects and toilet items, particularly if victin is bedridden.

* Disorganization of medication or supplies which suggest inaftention to complianse; medication kept
improperly or in an unsafe place.
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situation, protection of the victim and preservation of evidence. Abuse investigators,

regardless of affiliation, should be aware of the necessary steps to accomplish these tasks.

INVESTIGATION

Q nce the suspected abuse incident is stabilized, a complete investigation must be

initiated. The first step in this process is the interview of the victin- Every investigator

will develop a,n interviewing style that is most comfortable to them- However, there are

some basic principles that must be addressed. An interview is a stnrctured conversation

that must have a defined purpose and should involve some prior preparation on the part

of tle investigator. There are four basic components to an interview:

COMPONENT COTJRSE OF ACIION

PREPARATION Assess the sinration and information gathered
prior to the interview. This should provide some
foqs to the process and determine what
information to gain from thc intervicw.

OPENING A rapport needs to be establisbed with the person
being interviewe4 both suspect and victim. The
opening nay often determine the flow of the
interview but a set plan should be followed in
order not to lose slght of the purpce.

CONDUCT Conducting the body of the interview requires
concentration and should uot only invohe verbal
skills S$ nonverbal as well Be aware of body
language and tone and do not let the interview
lose focus. Open ended questions are the best
and judgmental statementg prejudicial treatment
and predisposition as to wtat took place should
be avoided-

cLosE Always review notes and make a determination
whether or Dot all the lecessary infotmation was

covered . Answer any quastions about futrne
actions to the best ofyour ability, but avoid any
information that could harm the investigation or
create e,xpectations that can't be met.
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Other considerations when conducting interviews focus upon the victim and

associated disabilities. Some of these considerations are addressed below.

There are physic"l sfuanges in vision and hearing associated with aging that

investigators should be aware of while interviewing older persons.

vtsIoN

/ bout three-fourths of older women and over half of all older men experience

moderate to severe changes in visual functions. These visual functions tend to decline

because of changes in the structure of the eye, diseases, and injures. Changes may affect

the ability to see details, distinguish colors, focus at varying distances, and adjust to

different light levels. Indications of vision problems would include the older person not

sssming to make eye contact, looking confirsed, or squinting.

When an investigator is assisting an older person who seems to be farsighted or

nearsighted, the investigator should make sure that objects, including himsslf, are placed

so that the older person can see them clearly (generally three to six feet from the

person). Avoiding quick shifts between objects is also desirable because many older

persons may have problems focusing from one object to another.

HEARING

T O" ability to hear impacts the ability to understand the speech of others and to

monitor voices. Depending on tbe severity of the hearing loss, an older person's ability

to communicate can be severely affected. Minor hearing loss may allow a person to hear

only certain sounds or words. This may cause the older person to misunderstand a
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speaker. To correct this, it is necessary for the speaker to speak more loudly and

clearly. Also the inability to distinguish sounds and clearly understand words can lead to

frustrations, anxiety, embarrassment, and withdrawal. This only adds to the social and

emotional isolation the victim of abuse may already be experiencing, ild thus prevents

the person from reporting the abuse. An investigator can communicate more effectively

with a hearing-impaired person if he follows these suggestions:

SUGGESTIONS HELPFT.'L HINTS

Reinforce and rephrase - Rephrase in short simple scntences.

- Repeat psanin& using different words.

- Use gestures to reinforce meaning

Gain attcntion - An investigator should wait rmtil he is visible
before speaking

- Attract an older person's attention by facing
hin in the eyes sv touching hi- Itghtly on the
shoulder.

- Good lrghting on the investigatots face will help
the eldcrly person make eye contacl.

Posltioning -- The best distance when spealing to an older
person is three to six feet.

Speaking -- A low-pitched voice is casier to hear.

- Do not vary volune in a sentence.

- Shouting may cause hcaring distortion-

- Speak at a mderate pace, but when chrnging
subjects, speak more slowty.

Control nolse - Background noise can distort convcrsation-

Encourage participation - Encouage the older person to raspond to your
questions and participate in the conversation

- Give the older person enough time to respond
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Other considerations in interviewing are shown in table 3.

(Table 3)

INTERVIS|T TECHMQUT,S FOR PERSONS
WIIH DEVEIOPMENTAL DISABILNIES

* Use PLAIN ENGLISH, simple words not excssding a 6th grade comprehension level

* Use short sentenccs of no more than eigbt words.

I Never ask T/IIP.

* Ask victim what a particular word means to them; this is important for body parts.

* Avoid prior expectations about a victim's ability to comrnunicate.

* Avoid iafxatizing the dient.

The collection of evidence is a critical factor in any investigation While detailed

information on this topic is beyond the scope of this manual, some basic guidelines will

be presented. The most important tlpe of evidence is "real" evidence. This includes,

but is not limited to, tangible evidence such as x-rays, photographs, weapons, etc. The

other major category of important evidence is "directn evidence. This is based upon

personal knowledge or observation.

Before addressing some of the aspects of evidence collection a review of

indicators by ty?e of abuse would be beneficial. Tables 4 through / illustrate some of

the most common indicators. These should provide some focus to the investigator's

collection efforts.
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(Table 4)

PHYSICAL ABUSE

Definition: the infliction of phpical pain or injury (e.9. slapped, bruised, senrally molested, ort burned,
physrcally restrained" etc).

(Table O

PSTCHOLOGICAL ABUSE

Definition: the infliction of mental anguish (e.g. caled names, treated as chil4 frightened, htrmiliate4
intimidate4 threatened, isolated, etc).

r sigls of hair puling; e.g. hemorrhaging below scalp

r unexplained venereal disease or otler unexplained genital infections

* signs of physical confinement e.g. rope burns

* signs of trauma to genital area

' fractures of an unexplained nature (spiral or multiple)

t any trat'-a or injury that is not consistent with caregiver explanation or medical history

lndlcators

* insomni4 sleep deprivatioq or need

+ change in appetite

* unusual weight gain or loss

* tearfulness

r unexPlaittsd Paranoia

* low self-acceptanc€

I excessive fears

r ambivalence

* confirsion

* resignation

t aggitation
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(Table O

EXPI,OITATION

Definition: the illegal or improper exploitation of the individual md/ot the use of frrnds or other resouroes.

Indlcators

I withdrawal (unusual) of large dollar amounts

* unexplained or sudden inability to pay bills

* dispatity between assets and satisfactory living conditions

* checks missing or stolen

r extraordinary interest by fanily member or "friend" in persons assets

t use of representative payee under suspicious circumstances

t use of power of attorney, conservatorship or other legal means to control assets when not indicated by
circumstances

I talked into working without pay or for very little pay

' sexually exploited for financial gain

* personal belongings misslng
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(Table 71

NEGTECT

psfinitioa; the refusal or failure to fulfill 3 sarEtaking obligation induding attempts to inflict phpical or
emotional stress (e.g. deliberatly abandoned or deliberatly denied food or health-related serviccs).

A critical area of evidence collection centers upon obtaining comprehensive

medical and forensic information. Table & illustrates the gpe of information tlat should

be obtained by medical personnel.

Ctable E)

O GENERAL INFORMATION:

Name of Victim
Address
Nanc of Hospital/tlealth Care Facility
Date/Time Admitted
Sex, Race, Date of Birth
Guardiaq Caretaker
Telephone Number
I-aw Enforcement Agency, Time Notified
Law Enforcement Officer, Badge Nu.mber

Dept. of Social Services Notification, Date, Tine
Dept. of Social Services Caseworker

Indlcators

r malnutrition and/or dehydration, e.g. dry skin, s"nken eyeg loss of weight

* soiled dsthing or bed linens

* hlperthermia or hlpothermia

* signs of excessive drugging lack of medication, or other misuse

* absence of eye glasses, hearing aids, dentureg or other prostheses

' decubinrs ulcers (pressure sores)

' inapproprhts dsthing

r nnkempt, dirty

t utthealed sores, untteated injuries
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O HISTORY
Note: If the abusive guardian or caretater is presenl then the victin will be apprehensive about
answering questions concerning acts of abuse and neglect. Also, the physrcian or nurse should evaluate
whether the victim is competent to answer such questions.

A. HISTORY
1. History of Present nlnss,s

a. Source(s) of history. Person(s) giving history and relationship to victim.
b. Assessment of victim's reliability (emotional tone, a.ffect, intoxication).
c. Are there auy discrepancies in history from sane or different informants?
d. The injury-how, where, why, and was anyone else involved.

2. Past Medical History, Review of Sptems, Family History

B. PHYSICAL H(AMINATION
- General description of victim (Be alert for excessive fear, passivity, acting differently when the

guardian is around).
- Vital sigls.
- Height and Weight.
- Skin: (Describe in detail all lesions - size, shape, age, color, and distribution on bod15 check all areas

(soles of feet) for evidence of new trauma).
- Chest and cardiac exam for tranrnatic injury.
- Abdomen.
- Genitalia: (Examine carefully for senral or physical abuse, bruises, laceration, ffiarnmxfiqn,

discharge. If one suspects senral abuse, proceed with the adult sexual assault protocol and kit
provided by SLED).

- E:<tremities: (Clinical evidence of fractures (recent or healed) or dislocations (range of motion).
- CNS.

C. I.ABORATORY AND SPECIAL STUDIES
1. X-Ray

Do appropriate X-rays for injury (additional complete skeletal survey is indicated where there is any
question of abuse).

2. Laboratory Evaluation.
Urinalysis
Platelets, PT, PTT, necessary to rule out blood dpcrasia for any victim admitted with evidence of
bruises o,61ss.ting.

3. Photographs to document visible injuries.

D. OUTER CITOTHING
If clothes appear to be stained with possible blood or seminal stains, place the items of dsthing in
a paper (grocery-qpe) bag. Wet or do-p dothing should be air dried before packaging. If this is
not possible, notif the policc officer that the clothes are wet and should be taken directly to SLED
or air dried at his law enforcement agency.

E. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Does the guardian/caretaker present contradiclions within the historSt?

2. Does the guardian /uretaker give a history of repeated injuries or accidents?
3. Does the guardian f caretaker project cause of injury onto the elderly victim?
4. Does the guardian f caretaker show detachment and/or lack of sensitivity to the elderly or disabled

victim?
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5. Has the guardie', /caretallrr delapd, without appropriate reason in bringing the victim in for care?
6. Does the guardian f earetaker refrrse consent for frrther diagnostic studies?
7. Docs the victim have an uac:plained injury?
8. Does the victim show evidencp of overall IxDr care, dirty, unkenpg malnutrition, or dehydration?
9. Does the victim show evidence of senral abuse?

10. Does the victim show evidence of repeated fractures?
11. Does the victim show svidence of skin injuries?
12. Does the victim have injuries that are not mentioncd by person $ving historf

Also shown are examples of body charts that can be utilized by an investigator

and incorporated into the case file.
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(Table 9)

FACTORS TIIAT CAN CONTRIBUTts TO A SUCCESSFTJL PROSECUTION

* Cross-reporting and joint investigations that take advantages of complimentary skills.

* Proper evidEnce preservation and collection.

r Interviewing skills.

+ Complete documentation of the investigatioq logcaly orge1ile4

While these are not all inclusive, they are probably the most important fac{ors in

a successful prosecution. For those in the social services area, there exists a need to

provide services and protection to the victim long after a criminal case terminates. For

the majority of cases investigated by law enforcement and social services, there will be

no criminal prosecution. Many factors contribute to this lack of prosecution but" as one

cen see, the exacting standards necessary for prosecution, coupled with the complex

dynamics of abuse and neglect" make prosecution difficult. Only through increased

awareness, training and improved investigations can prosecutable cases be established.

This chapter has been an introductory effort into the investigative techniques

required for successful case management. By building upon this material and interaction

between investigative entities, systematic improvements can be made that will a.fford

greater protection to victims of abuse and neglect.
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THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF ADTJLT ABUSE

T O" legal system established to provide protection for the elderly and other high risk

adults is complex and presents a challenge to those assigned to investigate abuse and

neglect complaints. There are several agencies in South Carolina which investigate

abuse and neglect along with the concurrent law enforcement responsibility to investigate

any suspected criminal incident. Table 10 outlines the basic investigative actions

required of these agencies when confronted with a suspected incident of abuse and

neglect.

(Tabte l0)

AGENCT
INVESTIGATIVE ACTIONS

AGENCY ACTIONS

Department of Social Services r Initiate investigation upon information alleging abrse, neglect,
or exploitation.

' Contact law cnforcemcnt if criminal violation is srupected.

* Initiate protective measures either througb E:r Parte order or
EPC (requires law enforcement participation).

' Conduct complete invcstigation.

Ombudsman's OfEce * Initiate investigation of suspected abrse, neglect or e:ploitation
and victim covered by client-patient protection act (institutional
abuse).

' Contact law enforcement if criminal violation is suspected.

' Conduct complete investigation and if substantiated notiEcation
sent to appropriate agencies (e.g. DHEC, Board of Exaniners,
Solicitor, etc).
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AGENCY ACTIONS

Department of Mental Health ' Initiate investigation, and protective actiong in cases of alleged
abuse as defined in Departmental guidelines.

' Notify DMH office of Public Safety and appropriate supcrvisory
personnel.

t Noti$ phpician and completc Unusual Occurrence Form as well
as appropriate assessnent.

I Office of hrblic Safety conducts an investigation to be conduded
no later than 10 work dap.

Protection and Advocacy System
for the Handicapped

a Initiatc investigation uF)n request of victim or in his bchalf.

I Conduct invcstigation to include interviews of staff and inspect
records.

r Contact appropriate law enforcement agency or ombudsman as

necessary.

Department of Mental
Retardation

* Initiate internal investigation/management rcview of suspected
cases of abuse.

' Report suspected abuse to ougide agencies in agcoldance with
state laws.

* May contact appropriate law enforcement agency in the following
gasos:

a) sexual assault between staff and clients

b) cases involving serious injury

c) cases where more than one individual is involved

d) cascs of serious abuse and cmployee intentionally covered up
or failed to report
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AGENCY ACIIONS

Law Enforcement ' Initiate investigation of abuse, neglect or e:ploitation and contact
appropriate social service agency if required (e.g DSS,
Ombuds-an Office).

r Complete incident report.

' Initiate EPC, if required"

I Conduct complete investigation and forward for prosecution, if
substantiated and probable carse is established-

+ Assist other investigative agencies as neccssary

It is beyond the scope of this manual to present detailed information regarding

the legal aspects of each agencies policies and procedures and there will be no attempt

to discuss regulatory actions that can be taken by such agencies as the Department of

Health and Environmental Control. The key issue is to provide a basis for successful

prosecution of those abuse and neglect cases that substantiate criminal intent. The

difficulty that faces any investigator, particularly tlose without a law enforcement

background, is making the linkage between what happened in a particular incident and a

specific criminal charge. Every incident must be approached as if it will evenhrally result

in a criminal proceeding. As stated earlier each investigation must strive for the

exacting standard of proof required for criminal court.

Table 11 outlines tlose provisions of the South Carolina criminal code that might

apply in cases of abuse or neglect.
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Gabh 11)

OFT'ENSE SOURCE EI,EMENTS PENALTIES

Murder lG}10 1. Unlawful killing of another person;

2. Malice aforethought.

Death or
imprisonment for life

Voluntary Manslaughter 16-350 1. Unlawful killing of another person;

2. In sudden heat of passion;

3. Upon sufficient legal provocation-

2-30 years

Involuntary fv[ansl4rrghtsl 163-50, 16-3-60 1. Unlawfgl killing of another person;

2. Without malice aforethought;

3. Kiling unintentional;

4. Resulted from criminal negligence.

3months-3years

Assault and Battery with Intent To Kill (ABIK) 1G3-6?n 1. Assault and battery

2. With intent to t'ill (specific intent proved by
evidence or inferred from the usc of a deadly
weapon).

not to exceed 20 years

Assault and Battery of a High and Aggravated
Nature (ABHAN)

Common Law 1. Assault and Battery p!111

2. + deadly weapon or
r serious bodily injury or
r intent to commit a felony or
* great disparity io 

"ge 
and physical condition or

I difference in sexes or
* indecent liberties or familiarities with a female or
I purposeful inlliction of shame or disgrace or
r resistance to lawful authority.

3 months to 10 years



OFFENSE souRcE ELEMENTS PENALTIES

Criminal Senral Conduct L63452 (First degree)
163-653 (Second degree)
1613454 (Third degree)
16-3{51 (Definition)

First degree
1. Sexual battery without consent;
2. Using aggravated force; or
3. Viclim is also victim of forcible confinement,

kidnapping robbcry ercortion, or similar offense.

Second degre€
1. Serual battery without consentl
2. Using aggravated coercion.

Third degree
1. Serual battery without consent;
2. Using force or coercion.

AB

1. Serual battery
2. The actor knoniq or should know that the vicfim

is:
* mentally defectivg
I mentally incapacitatd or
r physically helpless.

3. Aggravated force or aggravated coercion was not
used.

First degrec: Not to
exceed 30 years

Second degree: Not to
exceed 20 years

Third degree: Not to
exceed 10 years

Breach of Trust with Fraudulent Intent tGt3-230/ 1. Property of another,
2. Placed in possassioq
3. In trust,
4. Converted the property,
5. With fraudulent intent,

(also covers anyone who hires or counsels another
to commit the offense).

3 months to 10 ycars



This offense is deemed grand larceny regardless of
value of the itemg by privily entering and ste'ling hom
any house. To steal privily means to steal secretly or
privately.

3 months to 10 years
Privily gtseling from Person or House

1. Unlawfirl to abuse, neglect, or e:rploit
2. Persons who are senile, mentally i[ developmentally

disabled or mentally retarded or any person
incapable of caring for or managing his affairs.

90 dan to 5 years
Unlau/fuIAbuse or Neglect of Certain
Incapacitated Persons

1. Unlawful to abuse, threaten to abuse, or cause

phpical or mental injury
2.hy client or patient as defined by a13G20.

90 days to 5 years
Abuse of Client or Patient

1. Person must have legal custody;
2. Refuse or neglect to prorride proper care and

attention;
3. Life, health or comfort is endangered or lilely to be

endangered.

10 years (CL)
Unlawfirl Neglect of Child or Helpless Person

1. Legally liable, either as parent, guardian or having
temporary or permanent custody;

2. Refuse or neglect to provide necessary food" dothing;
lodging, medical or other treatment;

3. Bodily harm so that life is endangered or health or
comfort has been or is likely to be permanently
injured.

10 years (CL)

Ill-Treating Children, Apprentices, Servantg
Incompetents or Helpless Persons



Investigators should carefully review their case to determine if those elements of a

particular criminal offense are present and, if so, then criminal prosecution may be

possible. This process can best be done in conjunction with law enforcement and the

prosecutor and reinforces the need for joint investigations. It should also be pointed out

that this is not a complete list as there may be other criminal offenses within the code

such as Criminal Domestic Violence that should apply in certain circumstances. The

burden will be upon the investigator to substantiate each element of a particular offense

through a thorough investigation. It is also obvious that proper evidence presewation

and collection is an essential part of this process. If the investigator is able to establish

probable cause in a particular incident then a warrant can be obtained for the suspecl.

There is, however, a need to understand that establishing probable cause is much easier

than substantiating a case 'beyond a reasonable doubt". Even if an investigator is able to

obtain a warrant, there may still be much left to do before entering the courtroom for a

trial.

In reality, most criminal cases do not result in a trial. A quatity investigation most

often leads to a plea to lesser charges rather than risk a trial that could result in the

manimum sentence. However, there will be those t'mes when an investigator must go to

court and testiS in an abuse or neglect case. There are several factors that support your

credibility as a witness. They are:

o Preparation
o Courtroom l)emeanor
o Testimony

It is critical that every investigator understand these factors and some of the

considerations are listed in Tabrle E.

4



Thorougb preparation before going to court will go a long way towards an effective court

presentation.

While one must always strive to establish a prosecutable case in instances of

abuse and neglect, there are other legal issues that must be explored that effect case

management. The first is the issue of Emergency Protective Custody (EPC). South

Carolina" along with many other states, makes a provision in the law that allows an

individual (in this c:ne an "adult in a life-thrssfsning situation") to be taken into

protective custody. South Carolina (?s-L-nq places this decision into the hands of law

enforcement exclusively while other states may allow this to be accomplished by

protective services personnel. There ale, however, certain guidelines that must be

followed:

1) There is probable cause to believe that by reason of abuse or neglect there

(Table Ul)

PREPARATION
i Review your case and make sure it is organized.
r Know your evidence.

' Discuss the prosecution strates/ with the prosecutor

DEMEANOR
I Dress in a professional manner.
I Act natural, it is normal to be nervous.
* Speak slowly.

TESTIMONY
I Don't rely on memory.
r Always tell the trutb-

' Don't be afraid to say "I don't kno#' or'I don't remember".
I Doo't let the defense attorney make you lose your temper.
* Pause before answering questions (it allows time for the attorney to object) and ask them to repeat the

question if you didn't understand.
* Be objective.

'Pay attention to defense questions.
I Don't try to prosecute the case from the witness stand.
I Answer only the question asked.



exists an immineal danger to the adult's life or physical safety;

2) Anyone else exercising temporary or permanent custody of control over the
adult is unavailable or does not consent to the removal of the adult from his
custody or control; and

3) There is not time to apply for a court order.

There are, of course, some issues relative to individual incidents, particularly in self-

neglect cases, that can be debated. However, there is an obligation to afford protection

even in self-neglect. In all cases the probable cause for EPC must be clearly

documented and if a caregiver is involved then a criminal investigation should be

initiated. In cases where the circumstalrces do not support EPC, a protective services

case can be initiated. However, law enforcement involvement may not be necessary

unless criminal intent is present.

Another legal issue addresses the erploitation of an individuat througb misuse of a

guardienship or consenratorship or power of attorney. Investigators who will be working

in the area of adult abuse and neglect must become knowledgeable in these areas, or

have access to legal personnel who can assist in these investigations, which can be

complicated and criminal intent is extremely difficult to establish.

The legal complexities of adult abuse and neglect investigations in both the

community and institutions are signifisanl. It is obvious that this chapter only explores a

small segment of this arera It is important that investigators, both law enforcement and

others, engage in joint investigations whenever possible. Each goup brings

complimentary skills to the problem and this joint effort can lead to increased

prosecution and greater protection to the elderly and other high risk adults.

6
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CONCLUSION

T O" purpose of this manual is to provide the investigator with basic information that,

hopefully, will lead to improved abuse and neglect investigations and greater protection

for the victim. It is certainly not all inclusive and we have chosen not to address the

important areas of prevention and social services. It should also be pointed out that

although much of the emphasis has been on the elderly, it is only because tlere is very

little in the way of research or statistics on the abuse of other high risk adults. It should

be noted, however, that abuse cases, irrespective of the age or condition of the victinr,

have the same critical factors relative to investigation The major differences arise in

victim tlpology although the factors that apply to high risk families and suspect typolory

are, for the most part" the same.

Individuals charged with the responsibility of investigating abuse should

understand that much can be gained from experience and communication between

various agencies. Multidisciplinary tea.ms have proven to be of great value in the

investigation of both child and adult abuse, and that approach should be given strong

consideration in this area as well. In order for this system to begin to provide greater

protection to the victims, it must become aggressive in prosecuting those cases that have

merit. This can only happen if every level of the qrutem, from the initial reporter to the

prosecutor, understands not only the dynamics of abuse, but the critical need to sanction

those who intentionally cause harm" This can only come about througb a cornmon

understanding of the requirements for quality investigations and the cross-reporting that

supports those investigations.

As awareness of this problem grows, additional research and study is needed. It is
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much easier to develop programs and policies that will have an impact on abuse and

neglect if they are firmly grounded in empirical study and not anecdotal material. The

appendix to this manual presents some information on this problem and programs

available to the victim and others. Additional material can be obtained from some of

these sources to augment this training package.

In conclusiog it is important to remember that d! of us could become a victim of

elder abuse and most of us will face the problems associated with aging. These victims

deserve our best efforts.
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ADTJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title qf Project: Elder Abuse Public Awareness Campaign
S.C. Association of Area Agencies on Aging (SC4A)

Twe of Proiect: Prevention and Public Education

Population Served: Residents and Agencies of S.C.

Duration: Ongoing

Fundins Provided Bv: Administration on Aeine Title 3G

Objectives: To produce regional and generd television and radio Public Service
Announcements.

To run news stories on the problem of Elder Abuse and on the
campaigu.

To coordinate with the Ombudsman office S.C. DSS.

Materials and Costs: $20,000

In-Kind from Blue Cross/Blue Shield, WSPA Spartanburg, ild WBTW, Florence.

Activities/Services Provided:

Publications/Products Developed: Posters, Brochures, & Booklet. Billboards, bumper
stickers and bus signs are to be developed.

Evaluation and Sugestions: Seek additional sponsors.
Organizs an Elder Abuse Prevention Coalition

Additional Notes: Several .d{{'5 pooled their Title 3G funds.
Contracted with the USC Institute of Public
Affairs for the campaign.

Contact Person: Bart Yancey, Campaign Coordinator, USC Institute of hrblic Affair,
777-8157

Julie Beckley, Aging Unit Director, Centrat Midlands Regional
pfanning Council 798-lU3

Michael Stogner, Ph.D., Chairman, S.C. Association of Area
Agencies on Aging 242-9733

June 1992
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ADTJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title qfProject: ElderAbuse/Neglect/ExploitationReporting
Protocol For Homecare

Type g[ Project: Developmental- to develop an elder abuse reporting protocol for
homecare supervisors to report suspected cases of elder
abuse/neglect/exploitation to DSS or law enforcement.

Population Served: Homecare Supervisors and Workers.

Duration: Six months

Funding Provided $4 National Association of State Unia on Aging

Objectives: To conduct a review of existing homecare protocols.
To develop a uniform homecare services reporting protocol.
To Collaborate for possible statewide and national replication
To make presentations at national and state conferences.

Materials agd Costs: $5,000

Activities/Services Provided: hotocol Developmen! Training of Trainers,
Conference/Workshop Presentations, flaining & Testing Sessions with homecare

workers & supervisors, teleconference.

PublicationsfProducts Developed: Tleining Manual, Final Reporf Fact Sheet, Decision
Tree, Resource Directory, Elder Abuse Indicators, he & Post Test, Reporting Protocol,
Video of teleconference.

Evaluation agsl Suggestions: Review existing protocols, collaborate with community
agencies for development and trainiug.

Additional Notes: Trainers: BetU Nabors, RN, BSN, Gay Samulski, RN BSN, Eunice
Buzhardt, RN, r inds HoLnes, Aging Unit Director.

Contact Person: Ethel L Corley, Program Consultant
Peyton Wooldridge, ACSW, IJSW Program Consultant Commission

on Aging 400 Arbor Lake Drive, Suite 8-500, Columbi4 South
Carolina 29233, 803-735-02 10

Jtne 1992
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ADTJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title qf Project: Pee Dee Education and Training Program For the
Elderly.

TWe qf Project: Education And Training

Population Served: Nutrition Center Participants, Churches, Civic and Comnunity
Groups of the Pee Dee Region.

Duration: Ongoing

Funding Provided &. Administration on Aging Title 3G

Objectives: To increase awareness among the elderly regarding q/pes of abuse,
potential abusers, and their risk as victims.

To provide A working knowledge of appropriate risk reduction
lsghniques

To reduce vulnerability and fear and foster increased independence.

Materials angl Costs: $3,577.00

Activities/Services Provided: Prosram Presentations

Publications/Products Developed: Brochures, & [:rge Print Crisis Caxds.

Evaluation ans! Suggestions: A Dynamic speaker for presentations.

Additional Notes: Contracted with the Pee Dee Coalition fuainst Domestic and Semal
Assault for the Education and Training.

Contact Person: Ann Morgan, Aging Unit Director, Pee Dee Community Health
Services, Inc. 3784501

Catherine Robinsog Project Director 6694694

Jvne L992
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ADIJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title gf hoject: I-ong Term Care Ombudsman

Type qf Project: lnvestigation of complaints; advocacy

Population Served: Residents of long term care facilities.

Duration:

Funding Provided py; Federal (Older Americans Act/Commission on Aging); State (SC
Governor's Office)

Objectives: Investigate and resolve complaints made by or behalf residents of long
term care facilities.

Materials gsl Costs:

Activities/Services Provided: Staff investigates complaints to determine if incident
occurred; identi$ perpetrator; advocate for quality of care for residents.

Publications/Products Developed:

Evaluation ansl Suggestions:

Additional Notes:

Contact Person: Mary Fuguo, l,ong Term Care Ombudsman, 734'0/.57

EC/MISC 1992
ELDABMOD.FRM
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ADI,JLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title o;! Projea: Family Caregivers Support Groups

Type q[ Project: Open ended support groups using an educational

Population Served: Caregivers of elderly persons.

Duration: Continuous

Funding Provided E)a South Carolina Commission on Aging
Disqetionary Grant

Objectives:
-To provide emotional support for caregivers
-To teach caregivers to take care of themselves
-To provide information and knowledge about agng, illnss5, activities resources, etc.

Materials ggs! Costs:
Handouts at group, no cost

Activities/ Services Provided :

Week support gloups at four locations in the tri-county area

Publications/Products Developed: Brochure on identifying and reporting abuse, flaining
manual (by October 1, t992)

Evaluation agg! Suggestions: Need long start up time, publicity and respite care to
enable those in need to be able to attend.

Additional Notes:

Contact Person: r inda Cecchetti, Program Coordinator,T45-t710

ECIMrSC 1e92
ELDABMOD.FRM
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ADI,]LT ABUSE MODEL PROGMII{S

Title 9f Project: Department of Mental Health Client Advocacy Program

Type q[ Project: Internd Advocacy hogram

Population Served: Clients receiving services in any Department of Mental Health

Duration:

Program

1985 - Present

Funding Provided Bc State Funds

Objectives: 1. Prevention of rights violations and advocacy for quality service in
a safe and humaue environment.

2. Review and resolution of rights and advocacy issues.

Materials anel Costs:
Approximate cost of program $130,m.00

Activities/Services Provided :

Training and orientation to staff and clients.
Consultation to agency staff.
Monitoring of agency facilities includitg formal strveys.
Operation of a client grievance process.

Publications/Products Developed: An agency manual on patient rights; various
pamphlets, forms to file complaints.

Evaluation and Suggestions: I imited to clients receiving services in in-patient or out-
patient programs of the Department of Mental Health. Handles all rigbts and advocacy
issues not only abuse areas.

Additional Notes: Internal program mandated by state law, licensing standards. By law
copies of all client complaints are sent to South Carolina Protection and Advocacy for
the Handicapped, Inc.

Contact Person: Doug Cochran, SCDMH Client Advocacy Program
P.O. Box 485

Columbia, S.C. 29202
(803) 734-7740

ECIMISC 1992 .,

ELDABMOD.FRM
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ADTJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title 9f Project: Care Alert

Type q[ Project: Telephone Reassurance Program for Invalids and Shut-Ins

Population Senved: Charleston, Berkeley, Dorchester

Duration: On-Going

Funding Provided Eg Charleston Police Department

Objectives: Volunteers call senior shut-ins and invalids who live alone and have
requested that call alert check-up on them weekly/daily in regards to their safety,
personal needs, medical needs and/or reassurance.

Materials @d Costs:
Minimal

Activities/Services Provided: Works with Victim Advocacy Program

Publications/Products Developed: Application and instnrction precede any volunteer
involvement.

Evaluation ansl Suggestions: Need long start up time, publicity and respite care to
enable those in need to be able to attend.

Additional Notes:

Contact Person: Elizabeth Spencer, Progrem Coordinator, 7?3-33L2

EC/MrSC 1992
ELDABMOD.FRM
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ADTJLT ABUSE MODEL PROGRAMS

Title o:[ Project: Elder Supportline

Tlpe 9f Project: Confidential referral service of Chas. City Police

Population Served: Charleston, Berkeley, Dorchester
Duration: On-Going

Funding Provided Ey; Charleston City Police, City of Charleston

Objectives: To put callers in touch with various contact persons/agencies which are able
to meet those individual needs whether medical, financial, materid and/or legal.

Materials gd Costs:
Minimal/ includes phone and office supplies.

Activities/Services Provided :

Referral service handling, abuse, neglect, exploitation/ info on home health, nutrition,
6nnsport&tioq nursing, facilities, ss info, legal aid, etc.

Publications/Products Developed: A police department brochure has been designed for
Elder Supportline plus peel-off stickers explaining our program/ includes our phone
numbers.

Evaluation ancl Suggestions:

Additional Notes:

Contact Person: Elisabeth Spencer, Program Coordinator

ECIMrSC 1992
ELDABMOD.FRM
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ITAJIIONAL RESOT'RCES

Title of Resorrce: American Association of Rctired Persons (AARP)

Address: 1909 IC Street, Washington, D.C. NzAg

Telephone Nunben (2V2) glz{lN

Activities/Services Provided: Worlshops

Publicatiops/Products Dcveloped: Brochureg Manuds, Training Curriculuns, Vidcos.

Additional Notes:

Contact Person:

ECIMrSC 1992
ELDABMODJ'RM
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Organization Name: National Committee for the Prevention of Elder Abuse
Address l: c/o Institute on Aging
Address 2: lt9 Belmont St.
Address 3:
City: Worchester State: lvfA Zip:0L605
Phone Number: (508) 856-2L53
Fax Number: Local
Hotline: Verification:7/9|

Type of Facility: Resource Center
Affiliate: Division
Salutation

Contact First Name: Rosalee r ast Name: Wolf
Contact Title:
Contact Home Phone:

NOTES: (ELDER ABUSE) NCPEA was established to promote a greater
understanding of the problem & the development of services to protect older and
disabled adults or reduce the likelihood of their being abused and neglected. Program- 
includes research, advocacy, public awareness and training for professionals.

Organizslion Name: National Aging Resource Center on Elder Abuse (NARCEA)
Address 1: College of Human Resources
Address 2: University of Deleware
Address 3:
City: Newark State: DE Zip: L97L6
Phone Number: (302) 292-3525 Temp. Selection
Second Phone #: ( ) National
Fa:r Number: Local
Hotline: Verification:8/9L

TWe of Facility: Resource Center
Affiliate: Division
Salutation

Contact First Name: Dr. I(aren last Name: Stein
Contact Title:
Contact Home Phone:

NOTES: Elderly abuse/neglect
A computerued elder abuse literaflue systeul
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Organization Name: National eging Resource Center on Elder Abuse
Address l: c/o APWA
Address 2: 810 First St., N.E., Suite 500
Address 3:
City: Washington State: DC Zip:20W2
Phone Number: (2U2) 682-V170 Temp. Selection
Second Phone #: ( ) National
Fax Number: t ocal
Hotrine: Verification:1/9|

Type of Facility: Resource Center
Affiliate: Division
Salutation

Contact First Name: Dr. Toshio l:st Name: Tatara
Contact Title:
Contact Home Phone:

NOTES: Abuse of the elderly
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